Option to faculty

Collective bargaining still open

by Theresa Stewart
Staff Reporter

"Collective bargaining is one of the many options open to the faculty," Prof. Edward Trubac, president of the local chapter of the American Association of University Professors, said yesterday. "The real issue involves faculty participation in university governance," he emphasized.

Responding to an article in the South Bend Tribune on collective bargaining, interviewing Prof. James Cushing, president of the Faculty Senate, Trubac reported that the member chapter of the AAUP will shortly have a newsletter out to the faculty "informing them of what has transpired at unionized colleges." Commenting on the national AAUP's interest in collective bargaining, Trubac stressed the local chapter's role as one of providing more information about this option for faculty participation.

Cushing, Assoc. Prof. of Physics, called collective bargaining just one of the possible means for the faculty to exert any influence on the decisions made in regard to University priorities. "That doesn't mean it is necessarily right for Notre Dame," he added.

Cushing stated the soon-to-be-released Faculty Senate Report will not urge any course of action, but will provide information on the history of collective bargaining, the pros and cons, and summaries of recent contracts under their bargaining.

"When we say collective bargaining, many people think of an industrial union. That doesn't have to be the model. The two sides discuss more than wages," Cushing observed.

Trubac elaborated on the idea of collective bargaining. "It has nothing to do with salaries," he said, "but is more concerned with the role of the faculty member in university governance when under the labor contract."

Trubac asserted the faculty has three options in regard to participation in University priorities: no input, limited input, as in the option Hesburgh suggested by adding faculty input, or complete participation. "We are striving for the option of effective participation and the AAUP intends to keep the faculty informed," Trubac said. "In the upcoming newsletter such things as the impact of collective bargaining on tenure, academics and governance in the schools under the labor contract will be discussed... he concluded.

For only lasting improvements

Hall Life Fund Allocations announced

by Bob Radziwieicz
Staff Reporter

Hall Life Fund Allocations were announced at last night's Hall Presidents' Council Meeting by its chairman, Bob Howl. The hall improvement funds are now available from Student Government to be picked up at each hall's convenience, according to the HPC chairman.

Howl reminded the hall presidents that in determining fund requests, the HPC Budget Committee, which consisted of Howl, Executive Coordinator Tom Proriter and presidents Paul Brun and Rich Martin, considered only lasting improvements which would benefit the entire hall; no money was given for hall parties, dinners or picnics. The committee also recommended that some requests be directly handled by the maintenance department, Howl noted.

"We held ourselves to strict, pre-set guidelines in evaluating fund requests," Howl stated. "Also when a committee member's hall request was being considered, that person was not included in the determination of his hall's allotment."

"The committee tried to honor the requests of each hall, but with a limited amount of funds ($8500), complete fulfillment of each request was impossible," the HPC chairman explained. "Approximately 40 percent of the requests were completely honored and the others came very close."

Howl maintained that the committee tried to keep all allocations "reasonably consistent among all halls."
The average amount of money that was divided among the 21 halls from the Hall Life Fund was $426. The final allotments granted by the Budget Committee ranged from Lyons Hall's allocation of $550 to $265 given to both Sorin and St. Joe Hall. Furniture and recreational equipment were the two items most requested.

Student Body President Pat McLaughlin addressed the HPC meeting concerning the voter registration drive last month and the upcoming local elections. With more than 2600 students registering to vote in Indiana, McLaughlin explained that the next step was to bring in the local candidates for state senatorial and congressional seats from this district. The Student Body President then announced that Student Government would be sponsoring the three local Republican candidates next Tuesday and their three Democratic opponents next Wednesday.

"I hope that each hall sends a representative to these open forums, so that anyone who can't attend is able to find out what positions these men hold on issues like a lower drinking age, state educational benefits for college students and better police protection," McLaughlin told the HPC.

McLaughlin also explained the compromise made on student basketball tickets last week. The option that was finally accepted increased the number of student seats in 5400, 400 more than last year. The original proposal, which reduced the number of student seats, could have been considered a precedent in the case of any further price hike. The accepted proposal is far less likely to provide that precedent, according to McLaughlin.

The final results of the referendum survey were also a factor against a student boycott of tickets. McLaughlin felt that 65 percent in favor of boycotting was needed to make the purpose effective. The tabulation showed that only 40 percent favored boycott if prices were not reduced.

In other business, Howl thanked all those involved in last weekend's United Way drive for "a truly great effort."

"We are extremely pleased with the student response, both in working and in supporting the United Way drive this past Saturday," the HPC chairman said. "The shamrock sales Saturday more than doubled last year's total sales drive. We ask the students' continued support of this worthwhile cause over the remaining two weekends of the drive," Howl stated.

The final business of the meeting was an announcement by Howl that the free HALL-MARC system for protecting personal property will be underway this week in all the halls. Residents who wish to have their social security number engraved on personal items should check with their hall president for their HALL-MARC representative.

HALL LIFE FUND ALOCATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall</th>
<th>Allotment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>$415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badin</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavanaugh</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillon</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farley</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanner</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrissey</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangborn</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangborn</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahm</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Howl: Tried to keep all allocations reasonably consistent among all halls.
Gov. Francis W. Sargent announced Tuesday he has requested President Ford to send a contingent of specially trained federal troops into racially troubled Boston and that he further has ordered mobilization of the Massachusetts National Guard in connection with violence in integrating the city’s public schools.

BELFAST (UPI) - Prisoners rioted and set fire to their huts in the Maze formerly known as Long Kesh internment camp south of Belfast Tuesday night in disorders in which at least four prison wardens were injured. The riots broke out after a day in which gunmen opened fire on Roman Catholic workers in Belfast. A Protestant extremist group claimed responsibility.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House failed Tuesday by 16 votes to override President Ford’s veto of an immediate halt in arms shipments to Turkey, handing Ford an initial victory in his first major confrontation with Congress.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Nelson A. Rockefeller Tuesday asked two congressional committees to hold immediate hearings so he can explain recent disclosures that have threatened his vice-presidential nomination.

The request followed disclosure that Rockefeller’s brother Laurence financed a book derogatory to Nelson’s 1970 opponent for governor, and that Nelson Rockefeller made nearly $2 million in cash gifts to aides and former aides.

NEW YORK (UPI) - Pan American World Airlines said Tuesday it and Trans World Airlines are very close to announcing a route swap agreement that could save each carrier $20 million to $30 million a year.

SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE, INSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN, CARROLL HALL, MADELEVE

on campus today

9 am to 4 pm — booksale, great hall, o’shag hall.

12:15 pm — seminar, “reticulum cell sarcoma of s 3:j ace - the closest to hodgkin’s disease in man,” dr. asher mesharer, visiting professor in microbiology, coffee and sandwiches in rm 109 at 11:45 a.m., independent hall, galvin life science centers.

2:30 pm — discussion, john conway, pres. of common cause, grace library auditorium.

3:30 pm — seminar, “education, research, and industrial activities in fluid dynamics in western europe, a personal view,” dr. thomas mueller, rm. 303, engineering bldg.

4:00 pm — lecture, “rome: a dynamic past living in the present,” william c. westall, u. of ill., architecture bldg.

4:30 pm — colloquium, “atomic hyperfine interaction,” dr. arne rosen, northwestern u., coffee at 4:15, rm. 118, nieuwend world science center.

5:00 pm — vesper, log chapel.

6:30 pm — meeting, nd sailing club, rm 204 eng. bldg.

6:30 pm — senior career planning session, Ist floor study lounge, mercandiless.

7:30 pm — seminar, “political element in organizational deci's n-making,” dr. eli ginzberg, rm 204 haverstock.

7:30 pm — lecture, “transnational analysis, and the gospel,” james a. robinson, institute of michigan, carroll hall, madeleve memorial.

8 & 10 pm — film, “shoot the piano player,” $1, eng. aud.

4:00 pm — meeting, middle east trip, rm. 233, madeleve memorial.

(CSI) Creative intelligence meeting tonight

by Maryfran Hayes
Staff Reporter

A course in the Science of Creative Intelligence (SCI) will be discussed at a meeting tonight at 7:30 at 52920 E. Navarre Street in South Bend. Carol Dixon, who has taught the course locally for three years will supervise the session.

SCI is the fundamental study of the nature and growth in man and the universe as a whole. Students take the course in SCI in order to increase their understanding of Transcendental Meditation (TM) and to strengthen their intellectual capacity.

The course consists of thirty 3-hour sessions, each with a color video tape presentation by Mahesh Mahesh Yogi, founder of SCI.

"Two aspects of SCI are understanding and experience which together are necessary to produce full knowledge and spontaneous full development of Creative Intelligence," explained the current president of the Student International Meditation Society, Rob Carusello.

Carusello elaborated that the development of Creative Intelligence is spontaneous, for a person who practices, TM results are automatic. Within a few days, weeks, or months the person notices: 1) thinking becomes clear, concentration is better 2) health improves, a person who meditates feels physically better, they are not as tired at the end of the day, 3) inner stability is gained, the way to world peace is through individual peace and TM helps in the development of this peace and 4) as a result of the inner stability and flexibility gained, social behavior is naturally improved.

“Students who have taken this course have said that it was the most fascinating course they have taken,” commented Carusello.

The course is offered two or three times a week this semester. Carusello does not know if Notre Dame will accept the course for undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible career. The Lawyer’s Assistant is able to do work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose one of the six courses offered—choose the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has placed more than 700 graduates in law firms, banks, and corporations in over 60 cities. If you are a student of high academic standing and are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with our representative.

We will visit your campus on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5

The Institute for Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 737-6600

At BURGER CHEF... give your sandwich the "works" at NO EXTRA CHARGE

Pickles Tomatoe Lettuce Onions Relish

Fix your own burger the way you want, like it at our new Works Bar.

Help yourself to lettuce, tomatoes, onions, relish and pickles. If mustard and catsup are all you want, it's there for you too. Have as much or as little as you want at the Burger Chef Works Bar ...and build your burger just the way you want it.
LaFortune renovation priorities discussed

by Mike Eliez Staff Reporter

LaFortune renovation has completed one of its first priorities with the relocation and refurbishing of the LaFortune lobby, and the relocation of the student publication offices on the second floor of the building. There were no changes for work in the basement Rathskeller or the coffee house area.

The original priorities in the plan were for remodeling the Huddle restaurant within the LaFortune lobby, and the relocation of the student publications and student government offices on the second floor of the building. These were completed one of its first priorities, despite outside influences.

Both Paczesny and Schlaver noted that there be a slight change of dates. The primary topic for the release of that report by the Student Publications Committee was the 1963 assassinations. The primary topic for the release of that report by the Student Publications Committee was that a total of three witnesses were questioned about the assassination of President Kennedy.

The second was that a total of three witnesses were questioned about the assassination of President Kennedy.

The Warren Commission concluded that under normal circumstances, these times are highly unlikely, but the commission said that this was not a normal circumstance: this man was firing at the President of the United States.

Rhodes said there is reason to believe Oswald never fired the acknowledged "murder weapon." The Warren Commission stated that Oswald fired the shot that killed Kennedy. This is in, Kennedy's head would have had to jerk forward, for Oswald was shooting at the back of Kennedy's head. But the Zapruder film clearly shows Kennedy's head being jerked backwards at the time Oswald supposedly shot him. It is impossible for Oswald to have fired the deaths blow. Rhodes explained that the film of other.

The second was that a total of three witnesses were questioned about the assassination of President Kennedy.

The Warren Commission stated that there was no clear idea of the direction and extent of any remobilization. Oswald planned his attack for a physical extension of the Huddle eating area, perhaps in a terrace over the second floor. However, a change like this, noted Rhodes, entails revamping the entire Huddle.
**international cultured fesival**

**Mittwoch** starts today

by Ted Guth
Staff Reporter

Just another blustery South Bend day in the midst of midterms? No — today is "Mittwoch," the first day of Oktoberfest '74, an event which its organizers hope will become an annual fall counterpart to An Tostal Weekend. The activities begin tonight at dinner in the SMC dining hall, where a German meal will be served while music is provided by the "Wienersehlzelt Six," a German polka band which recently played at the Oktoberfest celebration at the 100 Center. Following the dinner, there will be a bonfire in the field behind the McCandless Tennis Courts. At 8:30, the activity will shift back to the dining hall, where Tellisman will be featured at a dance. For those of legal age, there will be a "beer garden" set up in the snack bar. After a $1.50 admission, the beer is free to those of legal age. The following morning, the Oktoberfest T-Shirts will be available for $3.00. Further for the in-love entrants on campus, a "Send a Pumpkin to your Pumpkin" service has been set up. By calling Amy at 4148, or Betty at 4146, and paying 50 cents they can have a baby pumpkin delivered to someone today or tomorrow.

**What was the hassle with the busses for Homecoming?** Even though everything turned out alright, there seemed like there was some sort of mix-up. Can you tell me what it was?

The Homecoming bus committee were complete victims of circumstances. They had problems ranging from no directions to furthering keys to missing buses, however everything was straightened out some members of the Ombudsmen Service from the fourth floor of Stanford and one Flanneer.

Will the "Quickie" be running this Friday?

The Notre Dame "Quickie" will be running this Friday. The first bus will be at the main circle at 6:00 and the last bus will return to the main circle at 2:00 am.

I heard the Cultural Arts Commission is holding some sort of classical ballet. Can you tell me who will be performing and when it will be held?

The Cultural Arts Commission is sponsoring a performance of the Cincinnati Ballet Company on Monday, October 21 at 8:00. It will be an O'Laughlin Auditorium and tickets will be $5.50 for students and $3.50 for adults. Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket Office or the Box Office at SMC. They will perform four dances, two modern and two classical including one from the Nutcracker Suite.

NOTE: The Ombudsmen Service will answer any questions, solve any problems and trouble shoot weekdays from 9:30 to 5:00 and evenings Mon. through Thursday 10:00 to midnight.

**TAl presents lecture today**

James A. Robinson, director of the Transnational Analysis Institute of Michiana, will present a lecture, "Transnational Analysis and the Gospel," at Saint Mary's College, today, at 7:30 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

Today's lecture, part of the Continuing American Scene Cultural Series, is open to the public without charge.

**Foreign Car Parts Co.**
Parts & accessories for imported cars for all makes at lowest prices.

* Hassle with the busses for Homecoming?
* TAI presents lecture today
* Foreign Car Parts Co.
ERA dinner scheduled for Oct. 21
by Val Zurdis
Staff Reporter

An Equal Rights Amendment fund-raising dinner and forum will be held October 21 at 6:30 p.m. in the Center for Continuing Education to help assure ratification of the amendment.

Mistress of ceremonies will be Liz Carpenter, former press secretary to Congressman John Brademas, former White House advisor Jill Ruckelshaus, State Representative Robert J. DuComb, Jr. and Howard Glickstein, director of Notre Dame's Center for Civil rights will participate in the panel.

The event is sponsored by members of the coalition including the League of Women Voters, Merican Association of University Women, Business and Professional Women, common Cause, AFL-CIO, National Organization for Women and Altrusa.

Invitations to the ERA forum have gone out to all candidates for the state legislature in Elkhart and St. Joseph counties.

The ERA is a proposed addition to the constitution which would guarantee women due process of law, that is, equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of sex.

The amendment has been ratified by 33 states, but it was defeated by the Indiana General Assembly in 1973 and failed to come to a vote in 1974. Endorsing the slogan "Five in 70," the coalition group is pledged to make Indiana one of the five states still needed to ratify. The group believes the issue will come up before the assembly in January or February in 1975.

The group hopes to raise at least $5,000 to pay for publicity, mailing, and lobbying efforts in the next session of the General Assembly. They also want to send two legislative delegates to Washington D.C. to get federal support.

A reception will also be held at the SMC HUlllan Campus Center in Stapleton Lounge. Student, faculty, staff and administration are invited to meet Ruckelshaus and Carpenter.

Sue Lipner of St. Mary's information services is in charge of ticket distribution. The tickets for the forum are $12.50, $25.00 and $50. She pointed out that student tickets are only $3.00 and are available at the door.

Dr. Mary Martucci head of the nursing department at St. Mary's, said the purpose of the forum is to inform laymen and politicians what the ERA really is. "ERA isn't having co-ed bathrooms and the like," commented Martucci. "Hopefully the forum will educate and explicate items of the act."

Martucci continued, "Indiana is not as informed as we would like. It has a tough legislature and it would be good if we can get one of two legislators to go for the amendment and stick with it."

When asked on her feelings about ERA, Karen O'Neil, new director of Career Development at St. Mary's, exclaimed, "It's like asking me if I believe in God."

O'Neil explained that this forum is the big event in Indiana and hopefully it will raise enough money for lobbying efforts.

"The forum is good because ERA is in trouble and we must make this known to people. Indiana is the only northern state that hasn't ratified yet and it is critical that it does," she noted.

"We've got to get it passed," declared Lipner. "It will not only benefit women but men also.

Lipner cited cases of alimony payments and child custody as examples where women get preferential treatment. Lipner added, "We've come a long way, baby, but we've got a long way to go."

-.-~--------------

SPECIAL WEEKEND ROOM RATES FOR NOTRE DAME PARENTS OR VISITORS

$695
Single occupancy
$895
Double occupancy

No Notre Dame identification required, just mention this ad. Effective any Fri., Sat. or Sun. except home football game weekends.

HICKORY INN HOTEL

50550 U.S. 31 North
South Bend, Indiana 46637
(219) 272-7553
3 miles North of the Tollroad
Cable T.V., Air Con., Phones.
Send this ad to your parents
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Elkhart Truth

SOUTH SHORE
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AND
AND
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on U.S. 31 between Miam. S. Road-Free Parking 803-4356

CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT FROM 9 P.M. TILL 2 A.M.

SOUTH SHORE

Jackson Five
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Letter From Exile

Dear Father Hesburgh,

I must caution you on being named to the Executive Council, for this is the crux of the matter which has motivated me to write.

After a year and a quarter as a Notre Dame student, I fell from grace and was suspended. This suspension was for my failure at the following fall semester, when after having completed the alternate service suggested by the Dean of Students, I was to be reinstated! Last year I received verbal acknowledgement from the Dean asserting that, among other things, I had satisfactorily completed my alternative service and would indeed be re-admitted in the fall. It was not.

Under the decreed guise of the C.L.A. Academic Committee, the University Admissions Board refused my application for re-admission. According to my friends in C.L.A., it was ascertained that C.L.A. was not responsible for the arbitrary suspension. At least, though, I refused to compromise my personal morals for the appeasement of a few.

Fr. Hesburgh, I never treated my fellow students with the lack of respect and incomprehension which I have been recipient of from your administration. I was accused of being an accessory to the fact, just as ALL the administrators of Notre Dame are accessories to the hypocritical and unjust treatment I have received.

I find this entire considering you have been chosen to administer your church to the nation who like-wise stood up to their conscience and refused to betray the truth. I know you are a just and judiciously and without biased ideas, irrespective. Perhaps if you could spend a little more time around campus, and become acquainted with the notables of the students heads', you could spread some of your wisdom around du lac. Then the cracks of Christianity now appearing in the Apollo littering be checked before it splits and topples.

Father, it will take a longer sustained effort though, to rid Notre Dame of the biases created by your administration. It is wise to learn from history, and we must remember that Mr. Nixon fell prey to this same fault of putting too much faith in the hands of incompetent subordinates. I find it difficult to conceive that the University of Notre Dame permeates to the public in such contrast to the realities I experienced.

Father, I have nothing but the highest regard for the faculty and students of N.D. It might be wise for your administrators to take a refresher course in Christian philosophy, or better yet, ask Father Griffin about it's practical implementation. He or she would enlighten your charlatans of Christianity to the meaning of pardon, for pardon is the foundation of hypocrisy. Not only does it astound me. Failure to do as one says, or to act contrary to one's personal morals for the appeasement of a few.

The rules still apply here. In most cases, you aren't allowed to date a girl if you know someone who is dating her or someone who likes her. That sounds fair. There are plenty of "fish in the sea". All you have to do is find a girl that is not known to anybody you know, but is not liked by anybody you know. I'm sure girls have the same situation. There is an unspoken law similar in nature to Squatter's rights. If you meet a girl before you friend does, you have the first chance. That's also fair. Unless your friend gets the same name in first and he's the kind of guy many of us are! who takes at least a semester to get up the courage to ask her out. Then she turns him down (with some very nice smile and legitimate excuse). Oh well, you've only wasted one semester.

This campus isn't extremely large and we have a chance to see alot of the people in our daily routines. But if we've never been introduced we don't dare say hello.

Yours in practicing aesthetic Christianity in exile, Chas.

Garry Trudeau

Dirty Little Jobs

Dear Sir:

It is wonderful news that the professors are getting financial help to cope with the inflated cost of living. Now, how about paying the hardworking staff employees who keep the University going with their services in all the dull, dirty little jobs that are so necessary? They, too, must try to cope with the cost of living.

Sincerely,

Al Zanto

The Blues

Dear Father Hesburgh,

In regards to your reputed advice for off-campus students: they steal our dog. Now what?

Sincerely,

Ed Merrin 

DOONESBURY
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Al Zanto
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Dear Father Hesburgh,

In regards to your reputed advice for off-campus students: they steal our dog. Now what?

Sincerely,
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Letter From Exile

Dear Father Hesburgh,

I must caution you on being named to the Executive Council, for this is the crux of the matter which has motivated me to write.

After a year and a quarter as a Notre Dame student, I fell from grace and was suspended. This suspension was for my failure at the following fall semester, when after having completed the alternate service suggested by the Dean of Students, I was to be reinstated! Last year I received verbal acknowledgement from the Dean asserting that, among other things, I had satisfactorily completed my alternative service and would indeed be re-admitted in the fall. It was not.

Under the decreed guise of the C.L.A. Academic Committee, the University Admissions Board refused my application for re-admission. According to my friends in C.L.A., it was ascertained that C.L.A. was not responsible for the arbitrary decision, and further-more were not even consulted. Upon examination of my academic record, an assistant dean of C.L.A. confirmed to me that my record was more than adequate for re-admission.

Until the acquisition of this experiential knowledge, I had been under the impression that the supposed Christian community of N.D. patterned itself and it's actions after the ideology implicit in Roman Catholicism. I guess I cut too many of my elementary theology classes for I had always thought the central theme of this philosophy was forgiveness. The incongruity of such a respected University as Notre Dame failing to practice what they preach astounds me. Failure to do as one says, or to act contrary to one's expressed beliefs, is the persistent foundation of hypocrisy. Not only has the administration of N.D. failed to followthrough on their promise to me, but they have committed the despicable and absurd act of posturing on their (one's) proud philosophy.

I dislike being treated as a nobody by the supposed community upon the tranquil campus of du lac would I not be content to create Chas amongst the community. I am not the heinous du lac suspect. I have never held out for the best offer.

DOONESBURY

Letter From Exile

Dear Father Hesburgh,

I must caution you on being named to the Executive Council, for this is the crux of the matter which has motivated me to write.

After a year and a quarter as a Notre Dame student, I fell from grace and was suspended. This suspension was for my failure at the following fall semester, when after having completed the alternate service suggested by the Dean of Students, I was to be reinstated! Last year I received verbal acknowledgement from the Dean asserting that, among other things, I had satisfactorily completed my alternative service and would indeed be re-admitted in the fall. It was not.

Under the decreed guise of the C.L.A. Academic Committee, the University Admissions Board refused my application for re-admission. According to my friends in C.L.A., it was ascertained that C.L.A. was not responsible for the arbitrary decision, and further-more were not even consulted. Upon examination of my academic record, an assistant dean of C.L.A. confirmed to me that my record was more than adequate for re-admission.

Until the acquisition of this experiential knowledge, I had been under the impression that the supposed Christian community of N.D. patterned itself and it's actions after the ideology implicit in Roman Catholicism. I guess I cut too many of my elementary theology classes for I had always thought the central theme of this philosophy was forgiveness. The incongruity of such a respected University as Notre Dame failing to practice what they preach astounds me. Failure to do as one says, or to act contrary to one's expressed beliefs, is the persistent foundation of hypocrisy. Not only has the administration of N.D. failed to followthrough on their promise to me, but they have committed the despicable and absurd act of posturing on their (one's) proud philosophy.

I dislike being treated as a nobody by the supposed community upon the tranquil campus of du lac would I not be content to create Chas amongst the community. I am not the heinous du lac suspect. I have never held out for the best offer.
billygoats with sex and football
a review by marlene zloza

ALPHABET JACKSON
Jack Olsen
Playboy Press

The parallel between the alphabet used to construct words and Jack Olsen's novel Alphabet Jackson is very intriguing. Both are simple and very superficial in meaning. In the alphabet (A,B,C...), the letters themselves are really meaningless until someone puts them together to make sense and communicate. Olsen had the related problem of taking the reality and lifestyle of professional football and making something meaningful of it. He should be commended for even attempting such an enormous task.

The words and experiences he has put together make sense only on the surface. They provide easy reading, a little drama, and some small degree of humor, and plenty of low-grade pornography. But Alphabet Jackson has no real meaning or worth. The book is an insult to those people involved in professional sports who do commend human beings and take pride in their work.

Even more and everything in the book is an exaggerated stereotype. The coach is a Vince Lombardi-General Patton hybrid, the team doctor is an incompetent hatchet man, the defensive linemen are sex-crazed stereotypes. The coach is a Vince Lombardi-General Patton hybrid, he should be commended for even attempting such an enormous task.

The idea of following the progress of a Cinderella team through a championship season has been linked to death. Thrown in the usual degree of locker room fights, rookie initiations, wild parties, and off-the-field heroics is the result a classic story in cliches. To his credit, Olsen does try to explore the problems of the aging player, the reasons for football's popularity with players and fans, and the pressures of the work. His discoveries, however, are as trite and superficial as most halftime pop talks. Olsen's subplots, in which the Billygoats kicker treated by teammates like a mascot. Not a hint of originality in the entire line up. Actually Olsen throws in a few clever gimmicks to spice up the book, but they fall way short. The basic theme and plot are too weak and trite to save the novel from mediocrity.

Even as told by the Billygoats' veteran center Alphabet Jackson, the entire story never reaches authenticity. One of the most outrageous scenes is the high society party thrown by Arthur Clamgage III and his wife for the team. Included is plenty of cocaine sniffing, a streaking contest, a police bust, and several other sordid contests. In the end, the reckless and wild living players are shocked by the antics of the society crowd. The result of all these shocking incidents reads like the Hollywood script for a cheap thriller, with most of the language and action begging for generous editing.

One of the most peculiar gimmicks Olsen has employed in his book is the cameo reference. Perhaps the author has merely let his fantasies come true in this future story. Ralph Nader is the President of the U.S., Bill Russell is the NBA President. Roosevelt is a chauffeur for the setting of New York, and John Mackey and Joe Kapp are head coaches. As an added twist, Kapp has stocked his team with fellow Chicagans.

The Billy Goats are Coming

It is one of those peculiar autumn afternoons when the sky is a crisp October air, telling you there is no way you are going to work. You close the door, take out the key, and head for the shore, or three o'clock class. And it continues to tell you that there is more to do than throw a football around the quid till dinner time. For these Indiana days are tailor-made for occupation: wandering. And what better place than the Dunes for a beer party. The Indiana Dunes, that collection of sand hills, permanent dunes, and forests at various elevations, are the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.

Getting there is easy. Experience this time of year, for October in Indiana means color splashed all over the roadsides and field of driftwood. From the state capital, a maple tree half consumed by autumn, the warm tans and greens of farmers' fields trimmed amid occasional stretches of bleached corn rows or leftover acres of red clover. Going west one can enter the North Lake through the Dunes Park at Chesterton, and then north on Route 49 provides a perfect introduction to the Indiana Dunes.

Getting there is easy. Experience this time of year, for October in Indiana means color splashed all over the roadsides and field of driftwood. From the state capital, a maple tree half consumed by autumn, the warm tans and greens of farmers' fields trimmed amid occasional stretches of bleached corn rows or leftover acres of red clover. Going west one can enter the North Lake through the Dunes Park at Chesterton, and then north on Route 49 provides a perfect introduction to the Indiana Dunes.

Trail four and seven, 1 1/2-2 miles respectively, are both paths of moderate difficulty. They lead through the black oak section, and involve scaling some small hills. They are good trails for the sensation of running downhill in sand, which soon takes on the feeling of floating down, without any of the risks the larger dunes provide.

Two other moderate trails of longer length—number nine, 3 1/2 miles, and number ten, the longest park trail at 5 miles—provide the best views of the dune phenomenon known as a "blowout". This is an excavation made into the dune by the wind when the layer of vegetation which holds the dune has been broken through. According to Olsen, this amphitheater-type effect is created in the larger blowouts. Trail nine, leading to the Fennerville Blowout, provides a good view of Lake Michigan from the inland sand ridges, while trail ten, cutting through pine forests and the Tree Graveyard in the Big Blowout, returns the hiker to his starting point by a way of a walk along the Lake Michigan beach.

The ultimate dunes trail, however, is number eight, 1 1/2 rugged miles over the State Park's three largest sand dunes: Mt. Hoffmann at 195 feet, Mt. Holden at 184 feet, and Mt. Tom at 192 feet. The heights may sound like easy scaling, until one starts climbing up a sixty-degree hill made of solid sand with nothing to hold onto, until one gets halfway up to slide all the way back down to the bottom—not once, but several times. Vince Lombardi's short generalization holds the true gains the top, one is rewarded not only with a view of the orange and gold dunes area, but the magnificent sight of what the Indians called the "great water": the sight of Lake Michigan stretching out miles before oneself.

From trail eight, one can then move down to explore the beach and lake at closer range. October is a good month to do this for the day, and fall colors it provides, this month has an equally impressive effect on the lake, with its wintry blues and fading green. One only has to walk one foot or higher waves to bear down on the beach, and find oneself in a world of still lakes, tens of water-smoothed pebbles to be turned over and wandered at, tiny holes drilled into the unsold sand floor by mysterious beach insects to be inspected. And miles of quiet, clear beach to walk out. It is that solitude-eiden place one sometimes needs away from the pressure of people and books. Or it can be that perfect setting for Iribe's "I'm the observer" Wednesday, October 16, 1974

features

The Features Page of the Observer serves as a vehicle for conveying news of entertainment and cultural importance to members of Notre Dame. Contributions include reviews of books, concerts, records, theatrics, as well as creative writings and occasional columns.

Most features are solicited however, all contributions are welcomed. For further information contact J. R. Baker at the Observer office, 1715.

October wandering at the dunes by patricia ahasic

The observer
Office of Volunteer Services

Four programs instituted

by Bill Gasenbichl
Staff Reporter

The Director of Volunteer Services, Fr. Tom Stella, outlined four programs which the Office of Volunteer Services will institute this year.

First, the Hall Community Relations Directors of Volunteer Services are establishing a program from which the volunteers will work in volunteer agencies in South Bend. "The hall will work together with one agency in South Bend. This way people in the hall will meet and work together while providing a valuable service to the community," said the Director.

Stella cited the example of Parish Partners to explain the program: "A group of students from a hall adopt a parish. They do a variety of things with the parish such as teach C.C.D. and work in social activities."

Secondly, Volunteer Services is developing a leadership workshop program to train the directors of volunteer groups on campus.

Darby's Place gives night owls a roost

by Shawn Scanell
Staff Reporter

Darby's Place, the night haven for students of Notre Dame and St. Mary's "Was a great Success" according to co-proprietor Fr. Robert Griffin. The late-night coffee house located in the LaPorte Office was geared best need of night persons for a place to congregate, Griffin said.

"Darby's Place" is open from 12 a.m. until 4:30 a.m. for the "night people" who have a place to come and talk and have coffee and donuts. These include a wide range of students who, for various reasons, are up at these hours and need a place to go. The idea, originally Fr. Griffin's, was solidified through the help and effort of all of the students involved in the organization. Director Bill McLean was instrumental in the realization of the idea.

According to McLean, "Darby's Place" has a sound financial base after its first week. An initial output of $145.50 went toward the advertising and refreshments offered. With the donations through the week a profit of $16.00 was realized, which will be put toward future services, such as a hot plate for offering hot dogs.

McLean said the Ombudsmen saw a need to be satisfied there and helped with manpower and financial assistance to Fr. Griffin to get things going, and the operation is in no way geared for profit to anyone but the students to participate in the service offered.

McLean manned the operation both as a favor to Fr. Griffin, who has long been a close friend and as an opportunity for what he also felt was an excellent idea.

The student response in the first week was quite good. It has estimated that between 175 and 200 students passed through each evening, as many as 100 people at a time. Of the 800 or so visitors, McLean estimated that there have been 700 different people through the week and 50 or so were "regulars."

The visitors came for many reasons. Some liked a place to end a night walk, other couples wanted a place to go and talk at that hour, some having a break from all-nighters, and others just to avoid the "wrath of their rectors," Fr. Griffin put it. The visitors sat in groups around the room in the foreground and background of conversation. Fr. Griffin said that most with whom he spoke voiced approval and said they would return again.

McLean mentioned that the rapport with security and maintenance was excellent. "Sgt. Krill did a fine job in watching the place and seein that things were locked at the evening's end," McLean said. The student managers also were helpful and there were no problems with maintenance. All in all, McLean felt there was no friction with the workers during the week and relations are very good.

The future of "Darby's Place" looks bright. Student response was great in the first week and is expected to continue. Fr. Griffin suggested the possibility that after the October break Darby's could be open on Sunday nights as well.

Fr. Griffin commented that Darby O'Gill liked the response to the debut of the night spot but wanted to return to Keenan Hall to sleep as the night went on.

Thirdly, Volunteer Services, in conjunction with CILA, the Program of Non-Violence and Campus Ministry, is developing a program to develop consciousness at Notre Dame about the world hunger problem.

Finally, Volunteer Services and CILA are developing a program for students to work in inner-city areas over semester break.

"Our purpose is to help the Notre Dame community have a positive impact on the South Bend community," said Stella. The Director added that he hoped to accomplish this by using Notre Dame's main resource, people.

"We want to get graduate students, the Ladies of Notre Dame, and the law school students' wives involved in our programs. This is a community operation," said Stella.

Stella added that the office of Volunteer Services has a resource center of periodicals, national volunteer group publications and information on ACTION for the use of all students.

The Office of Volunteer Services was developed three years ago by Fr. Donald McNeill, professor of theology, who felt a need for the coordination of all volunteer activities on campus. The office is located on the main floor of LaPorte.

You can do it, too. So far over $50,000 other people have done it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests, different education have completed the course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them increase their reading speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased in even more.

Then for a moment what that means. All of you—well the slowest—now read an average novel in less than two hours. They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 25 minutes. They don't lose or miss. They read every word. They use no machines. Instead, they let the motor(s) they're reading determine how fast they read. And more than this, they actually understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right. They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same thing—the place to learn more about it at is a free speed reading lesson.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed this course in June 1959. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken.

Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret, it's true we practice the first step to improved reading in a Mini-Lesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot, but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-5 times faster, with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS—
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!
FREE READING DYNAMICS LESSONS
TODAY & TOMORROW at 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm
at THE CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
on The Notre Dame Campus

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
Haggar Hall to be dedicated

Newly renovated Haggar Hall will be dedicated in ceremonies at the University of Notre Dame Saturday, Oct. 16. Renovation of the building for the Department of Psychology was made possible through a gift of $750,000 from the Haggar Foundation of Dallas, Texas, in honor of J. M. Haggar Sr., founder and honorary chairman of the board of the Haggar Company, the world's largest manufacturer of men's dress slacks and credit card companies.

Ceremonies will include a 9 a.m. dedication of the Haggar Psychology building, followed by the blessing of the building and a private President's luncheon in the Center for Continuing Education. The Haggar family will also be honored at the Board of Trustees dinner Friday.

The gift was presented to the University in 1972 by Haggar's two sons, Edmond R. Haggar, chairman of the board of the family firm, and Joseph M. Haggar, Jr., president, and his daughter, Rosemary Haggar Vaughn.

Among the renovated building's special features are several research rooms with one-way mirrors for observation; seven research suites consisting of a control room with adjacent subject room, a subject chamber and lightproof room; a special room housing the department's computer; and a "germ-barrier" animal colony. These facilities enable the department to study a wide range of topics with infants, children, college student, and the aged.

Woodworking and metal shops are located in the building's basement for fabricating equipment used in experiments. Also housed in the building is an electronics workshop for repair and maintenance of electronic equipment used in the department.

The Psychology department, directed by Dr. John G. Borkowski, has been one of the fastest growing areas of instruction on campus since it was founded in 1966. There are 14 faculty members, more than 100 undergraduate majors, and 46 graduate students in the department, which offers some 50 courses and seminars enrolling about 2,600 seminar rooms.

Close undergraduate student involvement with faculty in research has become a hallmark of Notre Dame's psychology department and has earned it a reputation as one of the finest undergraduate programs in the country.

Haggar is a senior member of Notre Dame's Advisory Council for the College of Business Administration; he joined the group in 1948.

Both of the senior Haggar's sons and two grandsons are Notre Dame alumni. Edmond, '38, is now an anesthesiologist; Joseph Jr., earned a Notre Dame degree in 1945, while his special degree and research in the psychology department at the University of Notre Dame.

SPEAKING ON

CHICANO CIVIL RIGHTS

Wednesday, October 16

7:30 P.M.

LIBRARY LOUNGE

ARE YOU A DOMER IN DISTRESS WITHOUT WHEELS?

When In Need Of A Quick Getaway,
Call Lois At

JORDAN FORD

259-1981

STUDENT RATES:

Rent A PINTO For Just

$6/Day & 6/Shile (MIN. AGE 21)

609 E. Jefferson, Mishawaka

Sunsine Promotions Presents
An Evening Of Boston Boogie Feating

AIOBSMII

and from Montreal...

MAHOGANY RUSH

SUNDAY OCTOBER 20 7:30 P.M.

MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Downtown South Bend

TICKETS: $5.00 ADVANCE,

$6.00 DAY OF CONCERT AT

STUDENT UNION TICKET OFFICE,

MORRIS CIVIC BOX OFFICE,

AND BOOZE RECORDS.
"With reservations"

Ford signs reform bill

BY DONALD LAMBRO
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Ford Tuesday signed "with reservations" the most far-reaching political campaign reform measure in the nation's history.

The sweeping reforms, a direct result of the Watergate scandals, will go into effect in 1975 and are certain to revitalize political campaigns for federal offices.

Ford, who invited all 535 members of Congress to watch the signing in the White House East Room, said he had reservations about the measure but that "the times demand legislation."

"There certain periods in our nation's history when it becomes necessary to face up to certain unpleasant truths," Ford said without mentioning Watergate. "The unpleasant truth is that big money influence has come to play an unseemling role in our electoral process. This bill will help to right that wrong."

His reservations centered on public financing of presidential campaigns and political conventions. He also cited "the First Amendment implications inherent in the limits on individual contributions and candidate expenditures."

Ford did not spell out the possible constitutional violations but apparently referred to First Amendment guarantees of freedom of speech. "I am sure that such issues can be resolved in the courts," he said. Despite his objections to the public financing provisions, Ford said he does support the present $3 checkoff on federal income tax returns which are divided now among major party presidential candidates.

"I maintain my strong hope that the voluntary contribution will not become mandatory and that it will not in the future be extended to congressional races," said Ford.

"By removing whatever influence big money can have on the federal electoral process, this bill should stand as a landmark of campaign reform legislation," said Ford.

Large turnout

Homecoming success

by Doug Meyers
Staff Reporter

The Homecoming Party after Saturday's game against Rice turned out to be very successful, according to Rich Guiltinan, Student Union Social Commissioner. "Everyone I talked to seems to have had a good time. I haven't heard of any complaints," Guiltinan said.

Tickets were used to transport students from campus to S. Joe, Michigan, the location of the party.

"The atmosphere created by having the party by a lake helped to make it a real success," commented Guiltinan.

The party included a dance with music supplied by two bands, Talisman and Wind.

Another reason for the success was the large number of people who attended. Guiltinan noted 1000 students bought tickets and attended the party. "I worked on last year's homecoming," added Guiltinan, "but this year was better because the number of people attending was far greater than last year's."

Planning for homecoming was done by John Runcke and the entire Student Union Social Commission staff. The idea originated with the commission in April of the previous year. When school started in September, the Social Commission started looking for a location for the party and decided upon the Michigan site.

A working on the commission was Bill McLean and the Ombudson staff.

FIND YOUR WINGS

Chandelle presents the Competition. A new sail designed for the flyer who wants the best of all worlds. Incredible lift at floating-speeds or piercing penetration combined with responsive, carved turns...this sail makes you look good. The Competition is also personally adjustable. You can set the bar forward or back, set the dihedral, and set bar pressure in or out through reflex adjustment. And, a nylon brushed telescoping frame opens and closes at the flick of a wrist (no tools) and the push of a zip pin. One flight is worth a thousand words. Then you tell us. Chandelle also makes a standard kitesail. The highest quality fittings and materials spell an excellent value for flyers who own this well-managed sail.

Lecture 7:00 TONIGHT ARCHITECTURE
AUDITORIUM, ROOM 202

PARTTIME JOB
Responsible, reliable student to supervise Christmas decoration installation. If interested please call 291-7300 between 8:30 & 5:30 p.m.

THE OBSERVER IS NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR

ADVERTISING SALESMEN & SALESWOMEN

PAY IS ON A COMMISSION BASIS
A CAR IS AN ABSOLUTE NECESSITY
APPLY AT THE OBSERVER OFFICE OR CALL 7471 BETWEEN 9 & 5
The Southern California game still seems weeks away, but while Nov. 30 is the date for the football team's season finale, it is also the date for the basketball team's season opener.

Digger Phelps and his 1975-76 Irish basketball squad begin their 26 game schedule against Valparaiso on the last day in November, and, in rather long range anticipation, they began workouts last night.

The Irish return a young team. Ten of the 15 squad members are either freshmen and sophomores and there are no returning lettermen, to captains, Dwight Clay and Peter Crotty available for the 75-76 campaign.

The loss of John Shumate, who graduated with his class last year and guard Gary Brozak, who filled for hardship and is now with the Milwaukee Bucks compounds the problem, but right now, Phelps is looking beyond that.

"It's obvious we have to rebuild 60 per cent of our ball club," said the 33 year old head coach, who begins his fourth season at Notre Dame, "but rather than look at it in a negative way, we're just going to have to look at the season positively." We just plan on picking up where we left off last year, but with a couple of new faces.

The "new faces" are freshmen Jeff Carpenter (6'9), 170, Chicago, III.; Randy Haefner (6'4), 190, Cincinnati, Ohio; Dave Batton (6'8), 200, Springfield, Pa.; and Don "Ducks" Williams (6'7), 175, Washington D.C.

Phelps evaluated each of his new youngsters.

"Battion is a forward more than a center," Digger explained. "The hardest position to learn in the center spot. We're going to be patient with Dave and just let him adjust. He's a dedicated athlete and we'll just wait and see.

"Randy Haefner has good speed and he's a good shooter. We're anxious to see what he can do. We want to use him as a press player. "Duck" is a solid offensive and defensive player," Phelps continued. "We don't want him to be a Gary Brozak or anybody except just Duck. He'll see a lot of action this season.

"Carpenter has a lot of potential, especially as a point guard. He's the kind of guy that'll go out there and take charge." "What we do want is to blend the four freshmen into our basic plan. During practice we will relate situations to game situations rather than just run a certain kind of drill, like a three-man game, for instance.

"Despite the 29th Digger has that experienced sophomores to work with. Adrian Dantley is back at forward position and will try to improve upon his 15.3 average of a year ago. Bill Paterno and guard Ray "Dove" Douth with saw considerable action in '74 and Dantley provide a veteran sophomore group.

"If we opened tomorrow instead of November 30," said Phelps, "the team would probably be this: Cosby would be at center, as of now I've given him the green light. Dantley and Paterson would be at the forwards and Clay and Martin would be at the guards. Of course between now and November 30 anything can happen.

"A few things that will happen between now and then are certain. Digger plans to work extensively on rebounding and is anticipating a strong offensive effort in the Irish offensive attack.

"Our biggest concern is getting the ball off the board both offensively and defensively," he stated. "We have a good group, including Kansas, Indiana, UCLA, and Kentucky back to back to accomplish.

"Offensively we're going to move everything to a high post and back to taking things one week at a time. We've still got a lot of things to do over again. I'll have a chance to do it over again, I'll come right back and be Tom's replacement. After the team got to Purdue made us all sick and we were the other two. Mike has helped me feel the way I do.

"Mick was a first string basketball player in high school and had a good habit of deciding whether to go to a major basketball college, or Notre Dame. He passed up opportunities for the major schools and did a standout job for us at a smaller school. Now he wonders if he could have done better. I think we're going to go but we all think he could just train harder, and we wanted to earn a spot playing for the best," adds Allocco.

Allocco played enough last season to gain 86 yards in 16 games, nearly half of that since Montgomery is the only back down against Army. Other than the national championship, the only big question is: will I stand up and pass the test?

"And I really am confident that if we work together, we can get through the season. I can step in and do the job. I know how to do it. I did it for 11 of our 12 games in our championship season. Dad passed on his offensive system, which would help. Our offense is unbelievably simple. Being here for four years has enabled me to learn the process of it all.

"Much of my confidence comes from working under Coach Pagna and also having the chance to work with him. He works so hard, we all know we're well prepared. Coach Pagna simplified things. The biggest things which seem insignificant, he simplified. It's helped us in a lot of ways, which make a good play.

"I have to think about leaving before the season is over and think that his active days at Notre Dame are growing to a close. The time some thought to law school or possibly playing in the World Football League has opened new doors for players like me who didn't play much in college.

"But any decision must wait for awhile. We've still got a lot of season left, and many more things to do. The early season losses to Purdue made us all sick and we sure learned a lesson. Now we're back to taking things one week at a time. So much can happen before the end of the year, we've got to be sure to keep our minds on each separate game.

"Regardless of what happens the rest of the way, however, I'll never forget the two years I've spent here. I will be able to look back years from now and know that I played football the way I believe in it. And, whether or not Frank Allocco gets his opportunity to be "first string," no one will ever think of him as less than first rate.

Frank Allocco rolls left looking for an open receiver in practice this fall.

Cagers prep for Nov. 30 opener

by Greg Cergan
Sports Editor

Princeton, Kansas and Indiana games we go on an eight game road trip beginning with UCLA and ending with Marquette. If we get through that road trip OK we'll be in good shape. Our goal this season is again to get a post-season bid.

We play 12 of our last 14 games at home and this gives us an opportunity to come on strong at the end of theseason.

This regular season ends on March 1 at Dayton at home. The Flyers were one of the only three teams to beat last year's 26-3 basketball squad. UCLA and Michael Jordan, in the NCAA regional were the other two teams.

Phelps has depth at guard with Dave Kuzma, Bill Drew and Tom Varga which will guarantee strength for his press defense. "But the big question, Digger repeats, "will be whether or not we will be able to rebound." Only time and a 26 game schedule will tell, but seven weeks preparation, beginning last winter, will help.

All practices are open to students, but they will be requested to show their ID cards. All graduate students are further requested to tell the manager in charge where they received their undergraduate degree. Last year, according to the manager, a graduate student sat in the stands diagramming the Irish offense and defense for another coach at his former school. Just for those who wonder about such things, Notre Dame beat them anyway.

Co-Captain Dwight Clay is one of Digger Phelps' two remaining seniors. Along with Pete Cosby they are the old men on a young team.

Allocco - first-rate back-up man

Frank Allocco is one of only a handful of athletes throughout the country who have the ability to play more than one varsity sport.

An outstanding athlete at New Providence High School in New Jersey, Allocco won eight varsity letters and was a letter winner in football, basketball and baseball. Allocco was torn between trying to play collegiate football and basketball, but his coaches asked him to play football.

"But I decided to concentrate on football and asked my high school coach to be my basketball coach," added Allocco. "I think of him as less than first rate. Although he's great, but I do have a grasp of things, Notre Dame beat them for those who wonder about such things.

Allocco adds Allocco. "We played some big teams, especially in the national championship, the only big question is: will I stand up and pass the test?

"And I really am confident that if we work together, we can get through the season. I can step in and do the job. I know how to do it. I did it for 11 of our 12 games in our championship season. Dad passed on his offensive system, which would help. Our offense is unbelievably simple. Being here for four years has enabled me to learn the process of it all.

"Much of my confidence comes from working under Coach Pagna and also having the chance to work with him. He works so hard, we all know we're well prepared. Coach Pagna simplified things. The biggest things which seem insignificant, he simplified. It's helped us in a lot of ways, which make a good play.

"I have to think about leaving before the season is over and think that his active days at Notre Dame are growing to a close. The time some thought to law school or possibly playing in the World Football League has opened new doors for players like me who didn't play much in college.

"But any decision must wait for awhile. We've still got a lot of season left, and many more things to do. The early season losses to Purdue made us all sick and we sure learned a lesson. Now we're back to taking things one week at a time. So much can happen before the end of the year, we've got to be sure to keep our minds on each separate game.

"Regardless of what happens the rest of the way, however, I'll never forget the two years I've spent here. I will be able to look back years from now and know that I played football the way I believe in it. And, whether or not Frank Allocco gets his opportunity to be "first string," no one will ever think of him as less than first rate.